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SUMMARY 

This Report describes a theoretical investigation of the noise generated 

when turbulence interacts with a slot between a wing and flap. The slot is 

modelled by the region between two overlapping, semi-infinite rigid planes 

representing the wing and flap, and sound is produced when turbulence convects 

above, below or through the slot. The analysis determines the dependence of 

the radiated sound on the characteristic turbulence velocity, the effect of 

forward flight on the field shape, and properties of the field radiated to the 

side of the aircraft flight path. 
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] INTRODUCTION 

It has been recognized for some time (Gibson, 1972, 1973, 1974) that 

consequent to the progressive introduction of relatively quiet engines the non- 

propulsive or airframe noise of a large subsonic aircraft will constitute an 

increasingly significant proportion of the total radiated sound. Airframe noise 

is not particularly important for an aerodynamically clean aircraft (~e one with 

undercarriage and high-lift devices retracted), but as this represents a basic 

flight configuration it has nonetheless stimulated both theoretical and experi- 

mental studies (Gibson 1972, Morgan & Hardin 1974, Healy 1974, Hardin 1976). 

Under these conditions the principal component of airframe noise appears to be 

associated with the convection of turbulent eddies past the wing trailing edge. 

Deployment of either undercarriage or of high-lift devices, such as flaps, 

increases the airframe sound pressure level by about 8 dB for an aircraft such as 

the VC 10 (Fethney, 1975) with still larger increases at the lower frequencies 

(below about 250 Hz on the VC I0). 

It can be argued that an important component of the noise generated by a 

flap results from the interaction between turbulent eddies in the boundary layer 

on the upper surface of the wing and the slot ahead of the flap nose. This is 

because the velocity over the upper surface at the slot is greater there than at 

the trailing edge of the flap. In order to determine the properties of the sound 

generated in this way an idealized problem is investigated in this Report in 

which the wing and flap are modelled by two overlapping semi-infinite rigid planes. 

The analysis is therefore concerned primarily with acoustic frequencies for which 

the wavelength does not exceed the chord of the flap. Within the limits of this 

constraint the discussion is directed at estimating the effective source type 

(monopole, dipole, etc) of slot noise, together with its dependence on the flight 

velocity of the aircraft and the characteristics of the turbulence. 

The idealized configuration of the wing/flap system is defined in section 2, 

and the general aerodynamic sound problem is formulated and solved in terms of 

analytical results derived in the Appendix. These general conclusions are 

particularized in sections 3 and 4 by the consideration of a specific model of the 

turbulent flow inhomogeneities in the boundary layer of the airfoil. The results 

obtained in this way are used (section 5) to determine: (i) the effect of 

forward flight on the acoustic field shape; (ii) the velocity dependence of the 

aerodynamic sound; (iii) the characteristics of the sound radiated to the side 

of the flight path. 

The principal conclusions are summarized in section 6. 



2 THEORETICAL MODEL OF THE GENERATION OF SOUND BY THE INTERACTION OF 
TURBULENCE WITH A SLOT 

The idealized geometry of the wing/flap configuration is depicted in Fig I, 

and consists of two parallel, overlapping semi-infinite rigid planes. Fig la 

views the system from beneath the aircraft; the upper and lower half-planes model 

respectively the wing and flap, the region of overlap AB constituting the slot. 

Coordinate axes (xl,x2,x 3) are taken with origin at a point 0 which lies in the 

wing in the plane of the leading mouth A of the slot, the positive x I -axis 

being in the flight direction, x 2 vertically downwards and x 3 parallel to the 

leading and trailing edges of the slotu The slot has length ~ in the stream- 

wise direction, width h in the perpendicular or x 2 -direction and is of infin- 

ite span. Accordingly the wing and flap occupy respectively the regions 

(-~ < x I < ~ , x 2 = 0 , -~ < x 3 < ~) and (-~ < x I < 0 , x 2 = h , -~ < x 3 < ~)° 

We shall be considering the interaction between the slot and incident compact 

turbulent eddies, or boundary layer disturbances leading to vortex shedding, and 

the approximation of infinite wing-span should be adequate provided that the 

interaction occurs at distances from the wing tip or the fuselage which exceed 

the characteristic acoustic wavelength. Similarly in modelling the flap by a 

semi-inflnite rigid plane the discussion is limited to that range of frequencies 

for which the wavelength is smaller than the flap chord. 

In the undisturbed state the fluid will be assumed to have uniform thermo- 

dynamic properties and a mean velocity U relative to the aerofoil in the 

negative x I -direction, corresponding to forward flight of the aircraft at 

speed U . Let c denote the speed of sound, then we shall suppose also that 

the Mach number M = U/c is in the low subsonic range. Specifically the 

analysis to be described requires that 

~hI~- M 2 << I , (2-I) 

where 

sound. 

acoustic wavelength, and the Mach number M should not exceed about 0.5. 

restriction is placed on the length £ of the slot. 

Sound is generated by the unsteady motion induced in the slot when a 

boundary layer disturbance is swept through or past either of the mouths A, B. 

The strength and field shape of the radiation will be estimated on the basis of 

linearized unsteady aerodynamics, in a manner analogous to classical thin air- 

foil theory (von K~rm~n and Sears 1938). The total enthalpy is defined by 

is the characteristic radian frequency (relative to the aerofoil) of the 

In other words the width h of the slot must be small compared with the 

No 



I 2 B = w + 2v (2-2) 

being the velocity, and where w is the specific enthalpy of the fluid which 

is constant throughout the steady flow which exists in the absence of the 

incident eddy, provided that the mean flow is isentropic. The linearized equation 

determining the fluctuations in B produced by unsteady distributions of vor- 

ticity has been derived by Howe (1976), and has the form 

(2-3) 

where ~i is a unit vector parallel to the x; -axis, ~ is the vorticity and 

U i s  the  eddy c o n v e c t i o n  v e l o c i t y  ( i n  the  n e g a t i v e  x I - d i r e c t i o n )  which i s  
s 

assumed to be constant. The magnitude of U is determined by the character- 
s 

i s t i c s  of  the  t u r b u l e n t  boundary l a y e r  in  which the  eddy i s  c o n v e c t e d ,  and i s  

typically of order 0.SU. 

The turbulence is assumed to be effectively frozen during the period in 

which a significant interaction occurs: 

E ~(x! + Ust,X2,X 3) (2-4) 

although the convection velocity U may vary from eddy to eddy. 
s 

The inhomogeneous wave equation (2-3) may be solved once the appropriate 

Green's function G(~,~,t,~) has been found. 

solution of 

1 - U ~ ~YJ 
- ~ G = ~(x - y)~(t - r) 

This is the 'advanced potential' 

(2-5) 

which satisfies the condition of vanishing normal derivative on the rigid surfaces 

and corresponds to an implosive sink at the point ~ at time t which is zero 

for T > t . The form of G(~,~,t,r) is determined in the Appendix in the 

particular case in which the compactness condition (2-I) is satisfied. 

It may then be shown by means of a well known procedure (see, eg, Stratton 

1941, Chapter 8) that the fluctuation in the stagnation enthalpy B due to the 

interaction of the turbulence with the slot is given by the convolution product 



B(x,t~ = - U 
S 

G ( x , ~ , t , ~ )  ° ( ~  ^ ~i) ( Z , r ) d " ~ d r  

f ~B ,T)d 2 + G(~'~'t'~)E" 7y (~ E d~ " (2-6) 

The second integral is taken over the rigid surfaces of the slot for which 

is the unit outward normal. Applying the divergence theorem to the volume 

integral we have: 

~ [ (~ ^ i)(~,T) 
~G d 3 B(x,t) = U s ~ ~ o ~ (~,~,t,T) ~dT 

n 

For the assumed isentropic flow, the perturbation momentum equation is 

( 2 - 7 )  

~Z 
- 7B+U~^i 

~t s~ 
(2-8) 

It follows that the surface integral in (2-7) vanishes identically because 

~ o ~v/~t~ = 0 . Hence  we h a v e  f i n a l l y  

f (m ^ i)(y,T) ~G (x,y,t,T)d3ydT ° B(x,t) = U s ° ~y (2-9) 

In this result the coordinate system x is fixed relative to the wing/flap 

system, and therefore a fixed observer location x translates at the flight 

velocity U relative to the ground. For a stationary observer it is convenient 

to adopt a far field representation in which the observer position is specified 

relative to the aircraft at the time of emission of the sound. Let (r,0,~) be 

the spherical polar coordinates of the observer in this reference frame, the 

polar angle 0 being measured from the positive x I -direction. The following 

equations relate the new and the old coordinate systems 
..% 

x I = r(cos O - M) l 

x 2 = r sin 0 cos 

x3 - Y3 = r sin 0 sin ~ . 

(2-1o) 
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In this new frame of reference the phase of the radiated sound is propor- 

tional to t - r/c in the far field. Also B(~,t) is related to the velocity 

potential ~ , say, by B =- ~(x,t)/~t . Hence at a far field point the acoustic 

P ~_, 

PO 

B 
I - M cos O 

pressure p is given by 

(2-I]) 

where P0 is the mean density, and (2-9) implies that 

P(L ,t) _ us / 
0 0 ] - M cos e (~A ~i)(Y'T) 

. 8G (i,~,t,T)d3ydT 
~y (2-12) 

r being the retarded observer position (r,e,~). 

3 THE MECHANISM OF VORTEX SOUND 

Let ~ = (mi,~2,~3) be the (xl,x2,x 3) components of the incident vorticity 

distribution. The integrand of (2-12) then has the explicit form 

~G ~G 
L° 3 --- ~2 ~Y2 ~Y3 

In the Appendix it is shown that for the frozen distribution of vorticity (2-4) 

the second term in this expression makes a negligible contribution to the radiated 

sound. The remaining term involves the component ~3 of the vorticity which is 

parallel to the leading and trailing edges of the slot. Tracing back the analysis 

of section 2 to the inhomogeneous wave equation (2-3) we see that the effective 

aerodynamic 'source' is therefore - ~(m3Us)/~y2 , a dipole orientated perpen- 

dicular to the wing/flap system, and the integral expression (2-]2) for the 

radiated sound reduces to 

p(r,t) U f _ s ~3 (y, r ) 8G (r,y, t, T) d3yd~ 
p 0 (1 - M cos 8) ~Y2 

(3-3) 
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Consider the low frequency case in which the wavelength of the generated 

sound greatly exceeds the length i of the slot. In this case the Green's 

function G possesses a simplified form essentially because the slot does not 

have a resonant response. Thus, in particular) when the compact incident eddy 

straddles the x I -axis and is located near the leading edge A of the slot it 

is shown in the Appendix (equation (A-38)), that 

G(r,y,t)T) = T - 
"~ 2~2Zr(| - M cos 0) ~ (Y~) ~(t - r/c) (3-2) 

where the observer is located in the far field belo~ the wing/flap system 

(x 2 > 0). The vector [ is related to ~ by the Prandtl-Glauert transformation 

Y = (Y|,Y2) - ) y (3-3) 

_ M 2 

and the function #~(Y)~ is the real part of the complex potential 

w,(z) -- +?(!) ÷ i*?(Y3 • (3-4) 

In this expression z = YI + iY2 ' and w|(z) characterises a two-dimensional 

reciprocating flow in planes of constant x 3 in the mouth A of the slot. Note 

that (3-2) depends on the Y3 -source position coordinate only insofar as it 

enters the retarded distance r between source and observer. 

Using (3-2) in the integral expression (3-I) for the far field sound we 

have: 

P(i 't) h/1 - M 2 / 
P0 2~2~r(I - M cos 0) 2 Us~3(Yl + UsT'Y2'Y3) 

~Y2 
(3-5) 

~e, from (3-4) and the Cauchy-Riemann equations 

j[ p(r,t) = h(l - M 2) ~3 d3y 

O0 2~2£r(I - M cos e) 2 ~ 
(3-6) 



where the term in square brackets is evaluated at the retarded time t - r/c . 

The material derivative D/Dr = ~/~t - U ~/~x where U is the local mean flow 
s l s 

velocity in the turbulent boundary layer. The stream function ~(Y~ is dimen- 

sionless (see equation (A-14)), and (3-6) therefore indicates that the far field 

sound pressure level scales on the fourth power of the characteristic velocity 

U . Forward motion of the aircraft amplifies the SPL by four powers of the 
s -1 

Doppler factor (I - M cos 8) . Both of these attributes are characteristic of 

a monopole source which may be ascribed to the unsteady 'sloshing' of fluid 

through the slot produced by the passage of the eddy. 

A simpler representation of the acoustic field is obtained for a 'horse- 

shoe' eddy for which the vortex lines terminate deep within the laminar sub- 

boundary layer of the wing, say. The dominant contribution to m3 ' the trans- 

verse component of vorticity, then occurs principally in the outer or turbulent 

region of the boundary layer flow. In a first approximation it may be assumed 

that 

~3 = r6(Xl + Ust)~(x2 - d)H(A - 2]x31) (3-7) 

where H(x) is the Heaviside unit function, ~e, the x 3 -component of vorticity 

is modelled by a concentrated line vortex of strength F and length A which 

convects perpendicular to itself in the streamwise direction at a constant 

distance d from the underside of the wing. 

In this case (3-5) reduces to 

p (r, t) 

P0 272 ~Tr (I - M cos @)2 L- Tj , (3-8) 

where the term in square brackets is evaluated at the retarded position of the 

vortex. The function ~(Y~ is constant along the streamlines of a two- 

dimensional potential flow into the mouth A of the slot from a fluid that has 

zero velocity at infinity. The result (3-8) accordingly demonstrates that the 

intensity of the radiated sound is determined by the rate at which the vortex 

cuts across the streamlines of such a hypothetical flow. The streamlines 

~ = constant are densely spaced transverse to the mean flow direction close to 

the sharp edges of the slot (Fig 2) which are therefore the most acoustically 

sensitive regions of the flow. 
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SOUND GENERATION BY A HARMONIC EDDY 

When the characteristic wavelength of the sound is not large compared with 

the length ~ of the slot the Green's function G(x,y,t,T) ceases to assume the 

relatively simple form shown in equation (3-2). The appropriate expressions for 

G are given by equations (A-36)and (A-39) of the Appendix respectively for the 

cases in which the aerodynamic source is located well within an acoustic wave- 

length of the mouth A or the trailing edge B of the slot. 

In order to examine the generation of sound in this more general situation 

it is convenient to modify the discrete model (3-7) of the transverse component 

m3 of the eddy vorticity by writing: 

~3 E ~3(xl + Ust'X2'X3) 

-i~ (t+x /Us) 
= H(A - 2[x3]) ~(x 2 - d)V(~)e l (4-I) 

This is a harmonic representation of a distribution of transverse vorticity which 

propagates at speed Us in the plane x 2 = d in the negative xl-direction , 

and of which (3-7) is a special case. The characteristic turbulent fluctuation 

velocity v(~) is associated with the radian frequency ~ relative to the 

aerofoil, or eddy wavenumber m = ~/U s o 

Consider the sound generated by a single component of (4-I), ~e, take 

-i~ (T+y I/U s) 
~3 = v~(Y2 - d)H(A - 2]Y3])e (4-2) 

in the integral (3-]) for the acoustic pressure field. There are three cases to 

be distinguished: 

(I) d > h , the incident eddy passes below the wing and flap: 

(II) 0 < d < h the eddy convects through the slot: 

(III) d < 0 the eddy passes above the wing. 

Case I: d > h , eddy passes below the wing and flap. 

The eddy interacts only with the leading portion A of the slot and the 

corresponding expression for the Green's function is given by equation (A-36) of 

the Appendix. Substituting this and (4-2) into the convolution integral (3-I) 

we obtain 



]! 

p(r,t) 

PO 

UsV(h) (~A) sin ~ -i~(t-r/c) 

4 2 c (I - M cos O) 2 e 

E sin ~ sin ~ A(~ 
c(! - M 2) 

-il2(K/ - M 2 I cos (~ 

... (4-3) 

where the observer position r is below the wing/flap system. 

appearing in this expression are defined as follows: 

(i) 

(ii) 

The various terms 

is the angle between the x3-axis (~e the transverse edge of the 

slot) and the 'Prandtl-Glauert stretched' observer position vector 

(XI,X2,x 3) defined by (3-3). 

cos ~ = 
X! 

2 £x;÷x2 
Both of these quantities can be expressed in terms of the coordinates 

(r,8,~) of the retarded position of the observer, and the precise expressions 

together with other useful transformation formulae, are listed in the Table of 

the Appendix. The function &(~) is a complex valued quantity which limits the 

response of the slot when it is excited at one of its resonant frequencies 

~ ~(~) given by ~ sin ~/c(] - M 2) = n~ (n integral). It characterises 

the loss of energy from the oscillatory motion within the slot due to the 

radiation of sound from the mouths at A and B, and is given by equations (A-30) and 

(A-35) of the Appendix. In this respect it should be observed that the effective 

resonant frequency ~(~) is a function of the length % of the slot, the flight 

Mach number M and the angle ~ , and in particular £(~) increases as the 

observer moves from a location directly beneath the flight path into a sideline 

direction. 

In the 'flyover' plane (¢ = 0) beneath the aircraft it follows from the 

Table of the Appendix that sin ~ = ! ; also if the flight velocity M is small 

cos ~ = cos e In this case, therefore, the radiated sound given by (4-3) 

comprises an omnidirectional monopole together with a dipole whose axis is 
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orientated parallel to the mean flow through the slot. Forward fl~ght of the 

aircraft at a non-negligible Mach number M modifies the structure of the field 

shape both by the appearance of Doppler factors (l - M cos e) -| and also because 

of the dependence of the angles ~ and O on M . These effects will be 

examined in more detail in section 5. 

are the following integrals taken along the trajectory Y2 = d of the incident 

transverse component of vorticity: 

1.3 = k~y2 (Y)) e dY 1 , (j = 1,2) . (4-4) 

-~ I Y2=d 

The functions ~(~) are the real parts of complex potentials 

wj(z) (z = Y1 + iY2) defined implicitly by equations (A-14), (A-16) of the 

Appendix. The case j = I has already been encountered in the previous section, 

and defines a hypothetical potential flow into the mouth A of the slot; j = 2 

corresponds to a streaming flow past the slot which does not penetrate more than 

a distance h or so within the mouth A and is parallel to the xl-axis at great 

distances from A on the underside of the wing/flap system. The implicit 

representations (A-14) and (A-16) can be used to evaluate the Fourier integrals 

(4-4) as follows. 

With z = YI + iY2 we have from the above 

~Y2 2 3 J 

where the overbar and prime denote respectively the complex conjugate and 

differentiation with respect to z . Thus we can write 

(4-5) 

I. = I. + I. (4-6) 
3 jl 2 J 
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where i f ~ w  (~)  " -  - 31 = ~ J j e-l<Zdze-<d I. 

C 

i [ !w ~ ~ " -  - 32 = ~ J j~z~e1<Zdze<d I. 

C 

the contour of integration C is Imz = d (-~ < Re z < ~) and we have set 

(4-7) 

- 

< = < . (4-8) 

Consider in particular the evaluation of Ill The function Wl(Z) is 

regular except for a branch cut coinciding with the flap (-~ < Re z < 0 , 

Im z =h). Hence, since in the present case d > h , it follows that for < < 0 

the integration contour in the z-plane can be displaced to z = +i~ where the 

integrand is exponentially small. Thus there is a non-trivial contribution to 

II| only for < > 0 . 

Using (A-J4) we have the following equivalent form 

- i~h (w+eW-1) 
i -Td : -7- 111 = ~ e Jdwe (4-9) 

C 

where the path of integration in the w-plane is illustrated in Fig 3. 

the change of variable 

Introduce 

i~h w-] 
5 = --e (4-10) 

(~ > 0), then (3-8) is transformed into Hankel's integral representation of the 

F-function (~nittaker and Watson 1935, page 244) and we find 

i~h 

~H(~)e-'7[(d-h/2) ( )--~- 
111(7) ....... _ 7J~ (4-11) 

Pl+i e~ 

Similarly it is readily deduced that 
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i12(7) = ~H(- ~)e I~! (d-h/2) (~ei~h) - -  (4-12) r(1-i 7_~h) 
and therefore that 

If(7) = Ill(7) + I12 (~) 

iTh 
~e 

-IGI (d-h/2) ( ~  

rl+i 

By means of an analogous procedure it may be shown that 

(4-13)  

I2(7) = - Ii(7 ) o (4-14) 

Substituting these results into the expression (4-3) for the far field 

sound radiated to an observer located below the horizontal plane of flight of the 

aircraft, we obtain: 

= s sin 

0 0 4~ (I - M cos 8) 

~U 
S × 

/ cos I ~  --Y 

× ~ ._ 
/ • r~ sin ~ ] 
Lsxn [c(I-~ - M2 G A(e) J 

+ i cos O I x 

e~p [- i~(t-~/c)- l~lu (d- h/2)V~f-h -2] 
s (4-15) X 

r + i ~U 
S 

provided that d > h . Note that as the hydrodynamic length scale 

harmonic eddy becomes small compared with the width h of the slot 

- ]  ~ I hV/I'M 2 

+ i ah ~ ~" ~ J - ~  (1 - M 2) e 
[ us 

U /~ of the 
S 
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and the acoustic response predicted by (4-15) decays exponentially with distance 

d - h > 0 of closest approach of the eddy to the leading edge of the slot. Also, 

provided that ~ is not close to one of the resonant frequencies ~(~) of the 

slot, or that ~£/c is small, the 'monopole' and 'dipole' contributions to the 

radiation field are of the same order of magnitude. 

Case II: 0 < d < h , eddy passing through the slot. 

In this case the eddy interacts with both mouths A and B of the slot, and 

there are corresponding separate contributions to the radiation field provided 

respectively by the Green's function representations (A-36) and (A-39) of the 

Appendix. 

It follows as before that for an observer at ! below the wing/flap 

system: 

= ~ h ~A sin ~ -i~(t-r/c) 

P0 4~ 2 ~ (| - M cos e) 2 e 
x 

Lc(l - Mm)j 

- i12(~) cos (4-16) 

where lj(7) are defined as in (4-4), with ~(Y) given implicitly by equation 

(A-18) of the Appendix. The path of integration in (4-4) is the contour 

Imz = d passing through the slot, ~e above the branch cut (-~ + ih,ih) of the 

w-functions which defines the flap. We now find that 

I 1 (~) = 12 (~) 

i~h ~h 
2 e sinh (~d) (4-I 7) 
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and also that 

iTh - h - ~  - <  ~ 

13(< ) = - iF ~ e sinh(~[h - d]) o (4-18) 

Case III: d < 0 , eddy passing above wing and flap. 

The sound is produced by the interaction specified by the form (A-39) of 

the Green's function, ~, by diffraction radiation from the trailing edge B of 

the wing. The field at a point r below the plane of flight of the aircraft 

becomes 

p(r,t) 

P0 

UsV (h)(~) sin 0 -i~(t-r/c) 

4~ 2 (I - M cos e) 2 e 
X 

13 (7) e iM~/c ( I -M 2) 

sin 
1 - M 2) 

(4-19) 

In the flyover plane (~ = 90 ° ) this represents monopole radiation corres- 

ponding to the reciprocating flow induced in the mouth A of the slot by the 

passage of the eddy. The contour integral 13(~) may be evaluated in the manner 

described above, and in this case we obtain 

_ i~h~- M 2 

p(r,t)~ _ U s × 

PO 4~ 

sin ~ exp - i~(t-r/c) + ~s (d-h/2) I-~--~M2 + c(~M2;j 

(I-M cos 0)2F Q iah sin t c(I£ ~i_n~_ M2) A 

5 DISCUSSION 

In this section the theoretical results of sections 3 and 4 are examined 

in relation to: 
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(i) 

(ii) 

the Doppler amplification of the aerodynamic sound by forward flight of the 

aircraft; 

the velocity dependence of the aerodynamic sound; 

(iii) the sound radiated in the sideline direction. 

To facilitate the discussion, introduce the definition 

U 
= _~s (5-I) 

s 

of the eddy length scale associated with radian frequency ~ (relative to the 

aerofoil), and set M = U /c . We shall assume that % is proportional to the 
S S S 

effective width d of the turbulent boundary layer (~ equation (4-I)), so that 

in particular ~d/U s may be taken to be independent of the frequency. 

(i) Doppler amplification 

confine attention to the flyover plane, for which ¢ = 0 , 0 = 90 ° . The 

result (4-|5) for the sound generated by an eddy translating below the wing/flap 

configuration may then be expressed in the form: 

6 
(---~2~ 2 ~ (MsZ/~s) 

\p0 c ] (1 - M cos 8) 4 

f Ms~/£s.~ 
(~sg/gs (1 - M cos e) 

sin --~ 

(5-2) 

in which only those terms explicitly dependent on the eddy convection Mach number 

M and the flight velocity M have been retained. The definitions (A-21) and 
S 

(A-30) of the Appendix may be used to show that A has the functional form: 

2 M l r. 7 
-/F:7. 

h 
where e = -- . (5-4) 

The ratio ~/~ of the slot length to the turbulence scale governs the 
s 

e f f i c i e n c y  w i t h  wh ich  a r e s o n a n t  r e s p o n s e  o f  t h e  s l o t  i s  e x c i t e d .  S i n c e  M 
S 
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may be expected to be of the order of 0.3, resonant behaviour is more likely to 

occur for £ << Z o 
s 

We have seen in the previous section that the first term in the modulus- 

bars of (5-2) corresponds to a monopole source of sound associated with a 

reciprocating flow produced by the eddy in the mouth A of the slot. Indeed, the 

field shape of this component possesses the characteristic monopole, fourth power 
-1 

dependence on the Doppler factor (I - M cos 0) . The second component of the 

radiation is proportional to (cos O - M)/(I - M cos O), and by itself would 

experience an amplification of six Doppler factors on the sound pressure level. 

This source consists of a dipole whose axis is aligned parallel to the slot 

together with an omnidirectional quadrupoleo The intensities of the dipole and 

quadrupole sources depend respectively on the sixth and eighth powers of the flow 

velocity, in agreement with the notions of the classical theory of aerodynamic 

sound (Ffowcs Williams, 1969). It is interesting to note that the 6-Doppler 

factor amplification of the dipole is in accord with the results of recent 

aerodynamic model problems investigated by Crighton (1975), Howe (1975) and 

Ffowcs Williams and Lovely (1976), whereas the field generated by an ideal (point) 

dipole is actually amplified in flight by only four Doppler factors. The differ- 

ence arises because the dipole field of (5-2) may be ascribed to a distribution 

of sources in the aerofoll whose total strength must integrate to zero; the 

strength of the radiated sound thus depends on retarded time differences between 

these sources and this produces a single additional Doppler factor on the linear 

acoustic field. 

It is clear from (5-2) that the effect of flight on the sound pressure 

level depends on the relative magnitudes of the monopole and the dipole- 

quadrupole sources, and this in turn is determined by the value of MsE/Z s . 

Four Doppler factors would be expected at the lower frequencies for which the 

monopole field is dominant. In general, however, the variation cannot strictly 
-1 

be defined by a simple power of (I - M cos e) ° 

When the turbulence interaction with the slot takes place on the upper 

surface of the wing, the result analogous to (5-2) is furnished by the purely 

monopole field of equation (4-20), and 

~2~ 2 ~ (Ms~ / %s ) 6 

/Ms~/~ s 
V0c/ (I- M cos 0) 4 sin\i i~ 

(5-5) 
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for observer positions in the flyover plane, A being given by (5-3). In this 

case forward flight of the aircraft produces a conventional fourth-power Doppler 

amplification of the monopole source. 

An analogous, but more complicated expression may also be written down for 

the case in which the eddy convects through the slot. 

(ii) Vel0city dependence of the aerodynamic sound 

The results (5-2) and (5-5) indicate that as the convection Mach number 

M ÷ 0 the radiation is dominated by a monopole field whose intensity varies as s 
M4s " For larger values of Ms%/£ s the behaviour is more complicated. In 

order to examine the general situation write 

--~ IM ~\n 
(5-6) 

where c is a constant, and n E n (Ms£/~s,e) is an effective velocity index. 

This index can be calculated from equations (5-2) and (5-5). 

Fig 4 exhibits the variation of the velocity index for the sound generated 

by above-the-wing-turbulence (equation (5-5)) for M = 0.2 . For Ms~/~ s less 

than about unity, n is approximately constant, equal to 4.6 for g = 0.I , 

increasing through 5.1 at c = 0.3 to n = 5.4 at e = 0.5 . The fourth power 

asymptotic limit is attained only for Ms~/~ s much less than 0. I. Large fluctua- 

tions in n occur at the smaller values of c and are produced by the resonances 

of the slot~ Increasing e modifies the resonant frequencies and also increases 

the radiation damping of the oscillations in the slot. Other dissipative 

mechanisms have not been considered here, but it is likely that losses in the 

boundary layers of the slot are particularly important near the resonance fre- 

quencies, and in practice, therefore, the velocity index curve may be expected to 

conform principally with the pictures presented in Fig 4 for c = 0.3 or 0.5. 

In Fig 5 the effective velocity index n has been plotted against Ms~/~ s 

for the case given by (5-2) of an eddy passing below the wing. We have taken 

M = 0.2 and s = 0.5 as being the most representative values in practice 

(smaller values of e produce a rather more sharply peaked variation in n), and 

present the results for three directions e = 45 °, 90 ° , 135 ° . A fourth power law 

prevails only for Ms~/~ s very much smaller than 0.|. For 0.! < Ms%/~ s < 1 

the velocity index n = 5.4 . The large variations at e = 90 ° occur because 
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this is the null direction of the dipole component of the radiation and changes 

in the value of cos {(Ms£/£s)/(! - M2)} in (5-2) are more significant than at 

other angles. 

(iii) The sideline noise 

We shall now use equation (4-20) for the sound generated by a disturbance 

convecting along the upper surface of the aerofoil to illustrate the principal 

features of the sound radiated to the side of the flight path. 

Consider the case 0 = 90 ° . The sideline direction is specified by the 

azimuthal angle ~ , ~ = 0 being the flyover plane° From the Table in the 

Appendix it transpires that sin O = cos ~ + 0(M 2) . It follows from (4-20) that 

the sideline variation in the field shape corresponds to that of a vertically 

o~ientated dipole except at the lower frequencies, or when (~£/c) sin ~ becomes 

small, where the variation is more like that of a monopole (of section 3, above)° 

It is perhaps significant that monopole patterns of sideline variation have 

actually been observed by Fethney (]975) in experiments involving four different 

aircraft, although the results he presents are all for aircraft in the 'clean' 

configuration with flaps retracted. 

Reference to equation (4-20) indicates that the acoustic response is 

maximal near the frequency 

~ c ( l  - ~) 
n = (5-7) 

sin 

which increases as the observer moves into the sideline direction. Such varia- 

tions in the peak frequencies of airframe noise have been reported in the litera- 

ture (see, eg, Hardin 1976), and it is of interest to examine in detail the 

spectral variations to be expected in the present case. 

Set 

~ c ( 1  - M 2)  
n = (5-8) p £ , 

the peak frequency in the flyover plane, and define a dimensionless frequency f 

by 

f = ~- ° (5-9) 

P 
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Then we have from (4-20) 

~(f,+) 
2 

• . p o  c ,r 

Sv2---f sin2~ ~- exp I-2.~gf(IMs - M2)3/~I 

= (5-10) 

where S depends on M,M s and the observer distance r , which we shall assume 

to be fixed. Also 

&(f) = 2ef sin ~A- M2 ~nI~ si~.~--~l -~~M2] - ~I (5-11) 

and the overbar in (5-]0) denotes an ensemble average. 

Equation (5-10) defines the acoustic spectrum in terms of the turbulence 

spectrum function v(f) 2 (of definition (4-I)). For simplicity take the case of 

'white noise' excitation (v 2 = constant). Fig 6 depicts the variation in the 

shape and level of the corresponding acoustic spectrum (expressed in dB relative 

to @(f = I,# = O) at ~ = 0 °, 30 °, 60 ° , for M = 0.8 M , M = 0.2 and 
s 

e = h/£ = 0.] . With increasing values of the sideline angle ~ the spectral 

peaks are displaced to higher frequencies; the absolute levels are reduced at the 

higher frequencies (corresponding to a dipole-like directivity). Monopolar 

behaviour obtains for f ~ 0.5 for which there is little or no change in the 

spectral levels in the sideline direction. 

The Kutta condition 

In obtaining the theoretical results discussed in this Report no mention 

has been made of the nature of the perturbed flow in the vicinity of the trailing 

edge B of the wing. This will possess a singularity at the edge unless allowance 

is made for the shedding of additional vorticity, ~e, unless a Kutta condition 

is imposed. On a strictly linear theory, in which the incident turbulence and 

the shed vorticity convect at a common velocity U , it may be shown that the 
s 

sound produced by the eddy during the interaction with the edge B is exactly 

cancelled by that generated by the shed vorticity (of Howe 1976, 1977). 
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In particular for an eddy passing through the slot, sound is produced solely 

through the interaction with the leading edge A when the Kutta condition is 

applied° 

In practice, however, the convection velocities of the incident eddy and 

the shed vorticity are not the same, but are characteristic of the prevailing 

local boundary layer conditions° Complete cancellation of the radiated sound 

field is no longer possible, and the essential features of the radiation will be 

in accord with the results derived in the previous section and discussed above, 

(cf the analogous results obtained by Howe (1977) for a trailing edge)° 

The effect of finite flap chord 

Our analysis has been based on the assumption that the chord of the flap 

is large compared with the acoustic wavelength. It is of interest to discuss the 

qualitative changes in the sound field which are expected to occur as the wave- 

length increases relative to the chord~ This will be particularly relevant at 

the lower frequencies, below that of the first resonance frequency of the slot, 

for which the acoustic field corresponds approximately to that generated by a 

monopole s o u r c e .  

The monopole radiation from the slot is characterized by an omnidirectional 

field shape whose intensity varies approximately as the fourth power of the 

turbulence Mach number° As the wavelength increases, and becomes comparable with 

the chord, the sound generated by this monopole source exhibits directional 

characteristics arising from the interference between the direct radiation and 

that arriving after diffraction at the trailing edge of the flap. The envelope 

M 4 intensity of the radiation would still vary approximately as 
s 

When the wavelength exceeds the chord of the flap there is a progressive 

tendency for the unsteady flow induced about the trailing edge of the flap to 

provide a hydrodynamic short circuit of the monopole flow through the sloto This 

eventually reduces the efficiency with which sound is generated to that character- 

istic of turbulence located near a half-plane (the wing)° The field is now 

strongly directional, peaking in the forward arc (e < 90 ° ) and the sound pressure 

level varies as the fifth power of the turbulence Mach number° (Ffowcs Williams 

and Hall (1970)). 

6 CONCLUSION 

The principal results of the analysis of the slot noise mechanism by the 

simplified mechanism described in this Report may be summarized as follows: 
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(1) Above-the-wing-turbulence generates a monopole field in the flyover plane 
-I 

which is amplified by four powers of the Doppler factor (I - M cos e) in 

forward flight. There is no simple dependence on the Doppler factor when the 

turbulence convects below the wing and/or through the slot, except at very low 

frequencies when the simple monopole field is recovered. 

(2) For acoustic frequencies less than about half that of the lowest resonant 

frequency of the slot the radiation is essentially that of a monopole source whose 

intensity varies roughly as the fourth or fifth power of the velocity. At higher 

frequencies the velocity dependence fluctuates because of resonances. When 

account is taken of the action of viscous dissipation within the slot it appears 

that in practice the sound pressure level will be proportional to U n where n 
s 

lies between 4 and 6. 

(3) Sideline noise exhibits dipole characteristics (dipole axis in the vertical 

direction) except at frequencies less than about half the lowest resonance 

frequency of the slot, or at high sideline angles, greater than about 70 °, say, 

in which case the variation is more like that of a monopole. The spectral peaks 

of the acoustic field are reduced and shifted to higher frequencies as the side- 

line angle increases. 

The author gratefully acknowledges the benefit he has derived from 

discussions of the material of this Report with E.G. Broadbent, FRS. 
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Appendix 

THE GREEN'S FUNCTION FOR A TWO-DIMENSIONAL SLOT 

The advanced potential solution G(~,~,t,T) of equation (2-5) must be a 

function of t - T , and therefore ~G/~T E ~G/~t and the calculation of G is 

equivalent to the determination of the retarded solution of the reverse flow 

equation: 

7( ~ )2 ~2 I -f 
I ~t + U D_~I ~YN G = ~(x- y3~(t - T) . (A-I) 

This equation defines a reciprocal problem in which the source on the right-hand- 

side is triggered at time r at the observer position x . It is required to 

determine the behaviour of G at points ~ close to the slot in the case in 

which x is many characteristic wavelengths from the slot. Introduce the 

Prandtl-Glauert transformation 

and define 

~ (Xl,X 2) "~" --" ~ X 

M 2 

E (Y],Y2) 

#(m,k 3) - ¢(X,Y,m,k 3) by means of 

(A-2) 

where 

oo 

1 // i{k3 (x3-Y3) -MK (Y l -XI ) -m (t-z) } 

(2~)2/1 ' - M 2 _~ #(~'k3)e d~dk 3 

. . . . .  (A-3) 

K __ 

I -M 2 

(A-4) 

The potential function satisfies 

~2~ + ~2~ + 

Y--~ ~Y--~ y2~ 
= - !) (A-5) 
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in which y is given by 

sgn (K) 
T = (A-6) 

K 2 2 according as ~ k 3 . The problem thus reduces to the determination of 

subject to 3~/~Y2 = 0 on the rigid surfaces of the 'wing' and 'flap'. 

We shall assume that the observer location X lies below the wing/flap 

system many wavelengths from the end A. Let X denote the image point of X in 

either of the planes forming the slot (the difference in the values of X for 

each of the half-planes is negligible on a wavelength scale if the width of the 

slot is compact). 

The two-dimensional source at ~ on the right of equation (A-5) generates 

a cylindrical wave 

i H~) 

which is incident on the slot from X 2 > 0 . This induces a (two-dimensional) 

reciprocating flow in the mouth at A and the principal terms in the field CR 

say, scattered back from the slot therefore comprise monopole radiation from A 

together with the radiation from an image source at X : 

CR = ~ <vIE- ) + ~IH0 (A-8) 

In this expression it is assumed that the origin of coordinates is located at the 

end A of the slot and that the reciprocal observer position Y satisfies 

I~I >> h , where h is the slot width. 

In the immediate vicinity of the mouth A the flow has the characteristics 

of an ideal irrotational, incompressible flow and we may write 

= G 0 + BIO~(Y) + B2O~(Y) + ... (A-9) 

where the terms shown explicitly represent the leading contribution to an 

asymptotic expansion in which yh << ] is the small parameter. The functions 

~0 ' Bl ' B2 depend on K and k 3 . The space dependent terms #~(~) , ~(Y~ 

are solutions of Laplace's equation which satisfy the condition of vanishing 

normal velocity on the surfaces of the slot. They have the following physical 

interpretation: 
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(i) 

(ii) 

BI~?(Y ~) describes the reciprocating flow in the mouth at A; 

B2~(~) accounts for a local, source-induced 'streaming' flow past A in a 

direction parallel to the slot, but which does not involve a net flux of 

fluid through the slot (see below). 

Above the slot (~e in Y2 < 0), the field consists entirely of monopole 

r a d i a t i o n  f r o m  t h e  m o u t h  B,  a n d  i f  Y = - L i s  t h e  v e c t o r  p o s i t i o n  o f  t h e  e d g e  

at B (ie ~ ~ (L,O) = (£1/I - M 2 , 0)), we have for l~ + ~[ >> h 

= ~2H~I)(y[Y + L]) . (A-IO) 

The local reciprocating flow at B has a form analogous to (A-9) except that there 

is no source-induced streaming past the mouth in the ambient medium: 

= ~I + B3~(Y~ + .... (A-]l) 

Finally, inside the slot and at distances exceeding h from either end, 

the motion is one-dimensional and has the simple representation 

iyY 1 -iyY! 
= Ae + Be (A-12) 

Specification of the . potential functions 

The functions 

function theory. 

Set 

~(Y) may be determined in the usual way from analytic 

z = YI + iY2 (A-13) 

with the origin of coordinates at the point 0 of Fig lb. 

First ~(Y) may be defined as the real part of w](z) where 

z = -- (A-I 4) 1 + e  

This implicit relation describes irrotational flow out of the mouth A when 

the slot length ~ >> h (Lamb, 1932 page 73). If w I = ~ + i~ , the stream- 

lines ~? = 0 , ~ define respectively the wing and flap. We shall require the 
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¢~(Y) ~ %n (h IY') 

"~ 7¥!/h 

Similarly ~(Y) 

asymptotic forms of #~(Y) as ]E l  ~ ~ below the wing (~e in 

within the sloto It follows readily from (A-J4) that 

outside the slot, [ 

J inside the sloto 

is the real part of w 2 where 

Y2 > 0) and also 

(A-15) 

= -- + £nfew z (A-16) 

from which it follows that 

~(Y~) ~ ~Yl/h 

~0 

Finally the function ~(Y) 

by ih - L - z , ~, 

7 
outside the slot, [ 

in the slot. 

can be deduced from ~(Y) 

and 

I w3 - 
h w +e z = ih -L -~ 3 

"~- ~ Y1 ~( +L) 

above the wing, 1 

in the sloto 

by replacing z 

(A-|7) 

(A-18) 

(A-I 9) 

We shall see below that for the applications considered in this paper it is 

necessary to determine only the values of the coefficients Bi( j = 1,2,3) of the 

potential functions ~(~) o This can be done by equating the various alternative 

expressions for # written down above in regions of common validity (c~ Rayleigh, 

1945, page 198). 

First from (A-7) and (A-8) the field below the wing at points Y located 

much less than a characteristic wavelength from A yet at the same time 

satisfying I!] >> h , may be set in the form 
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4 __ 
4 i + 4 R 

2Z~- iyY 1 cos O] 

+ alEX + 2i~ £n (y]Y])] (A-20) 

where 
I 2y~--~ iy]X] 

Z = ~ e , 

2i 
X ..... (C - £n 2) , 

C = 0.57722 (Euler's constant), 

c o s  o -- x /I.xl . 

I 
(A-21 ) 

The corresponding asymptotic form of (A-9) yields the following approximate 

representation 

4 = 40 + B 1 ~n " + B2 T + "'" (A-22) 

use having been made of (A-15) and (A-17). 

(A-22), we obtain: 

Equating coefficients in (A-20) and 

2Z + ~l(X + 2i~ En y) 

2i 
1 - ~ ~ 1 (A-23) 

~82/h = - 2iyZ cos O . 

Similarly at points Y1 within the slot such that [YI[ >> h but 

[YYll << 1 we have from (A-15) and (A-17) 

B1Y 1 
4 ~ 40 + ~ -~ (A-24) 

which must match with the corresponding expansion derived from the internal wave 

representation (A-12), viz: 
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4 ~ A + B + iyY1(A - B) o (A-25) 

Thus 

40 = A+B 

~B 
..... I = iv(A - B) 
h I (A-26) 

Conditions analogous to (A-23) and (A-26) may be written down for the end 

B of the slot. 

and 

These are : 

~3 = 

~2<X + 2i~ ~n y) 

2ic~ 2 

7r 

> (A-27) 

41 = Ae-iyL + BeiyL 

~83 = _ iyEAe-iyL - Bei~L] 
h ° 

(A-28) 

The system of equations ((A-23), (A-26), ~-27), (A-28)), may now be used to 

express the coefficients B. in terms of Z , the incident wavefield. Performing 
J 

the elementary reductions we obtain: 

2yhZ cos yL 
B1 = ~--sin (yL Z'A-~ 

B2 2iyhZ = cos O (A-29) 

2yhZ 
83 = - ~ sin (yL - A) 

where A = 2yh ~nIYh ) ~I Vie - " (A-30) 

These coefficients determine the response of the fluid in the vicinity of 

the ends A and B of the slot due to the source at X . Observe that A is a 
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complex number whose imaginary part fixes the peak values attained by B 1 , 8 3 

when yL = n~ (n integral), ~e, for frequencies close to the natural (organ 

pipe) modes of the slot. This resonant response is associated with the recipro- 

cating flows into the mouths A and B of the slot described respectively by the 

local components BI~(~) and B3~(~) of the potential ~ . On the contrary 

8 2 exhibits no such resonant behaviour because the streaming flow ~2~(~) does 

not penetrate beyond a distance ~O(h) into the mouth at A. 

Note that in general IA[ << [yLI since h/~ is small. The imaginary 

part of A takes account of radiation damping whereby resonant oscillations in 

the slot decay through the emission of sound waves into free space from the 

mouths A and B. The real part of A gives the so-called Helmholtz 'end- 

correction'. 

Next consider the local representation (A-9) of the flow induced near the 

mouth A by the source at X . It follows from equation (A-3) that for points Y 

in the vicinity of A 

(2~)2 I_~ ~0 + 8lqb~(~) + [Bm~>~(Y~) + "'" x 

(A-31 ) 

When this expression for the Green's function is used in the convolution 

integral (3-I), which determines the aerodynamic sound generated by the transverse 

component ~3 of the vorticity, it is apparent that there will be no contribution 

from the term in 4 0 since it does not involve ~ . Also, in deriving (3-I) the 

contribution to the radiation furnished by the m2-component of vorticity has been 

neglected. To justify this, note first of all that it would involve a convolution 

product of the form 

f~2(y I + ~G (~,~,t,~)d37gdT UsT,Y2,Y 3) 
~Y3 

In evaluating this integral the term in 

frequency m = 0 

B= (j = 1,2) are 
J 

¢0 in (A-31) gives an acoustic field of 

and vanishes identically; the contribution from the terms in 

0 k3h  <<i 
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relative to the corresponding radiation from the transverse (or m3 ) component 

of vorticity, and may therefore be neglected. These conclusions are an i~nediate 

consequence of the fact that, for an observer located in the far field, the 

integration with respect to k 3 in (A-31) may be performed by the method of 

stationary phase from which it follows that the integral is determined princi- 

pally by those values of k 3 near 

(~/c) cos 

k 3 = K cos ~ E /i' M ~ ' 

where cos ~ = (x 3 - y3)/R 

R = 
2 

~ X  1 + X 2 + (x 3 - y3)21 

The explicit form of the relevant portion of the GreenVs function 

G(~,~,t,T) may be deduced from (A-31) by discarding ~0 ' substituting for 

B 2 from (A-29) and for Z from (A-21): 

G(x,y,t,~) 
(2~)3/[ - M2 sin (yL - &) 

(A-32) 

ei[k3 (x3-Y 3)+~ I xI-ME (Y i-x i )-oo (t-~)] 
- i+~(Y) cos O 1 dkBd~ • 

Introduce the change of variable 

(A-33) 

k 3 = K cos 

and, for large (IXI,x 3 - y3 ), perform the 

obtain: 

G(~,~,t,~) 
2h sin 

(2n)3Rc(l - M 2) 

- i,~(Y j cos @ 

~-integration by stationary phase to 

uOO 

¢~ (Y) cos .... 
c(I - M 2) 

sin (~(lsin ~ :  M ~) &(~)) 

-ico It-T- (R+MX t ) / c 1 -~M2~ 
e d~ . (A-34) 
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In obtaining this result it has been noted that, for a source point Y located 

well within an acoustic wavelength of the mouth A of the slot, the contribution 

MKY I , in the exponent of (A-33) may be neglected. Also from (A-30), &(~) 

assumes the functional form 

TTC----~I, I M 2 n L]~-~I~~- T ' (A-35) 

It remains to express G(~,~,t,T) in terms of the retarded coordinates 

(r,e,~) defined by (2-10) and which give the location of the observer at x 

relative to the aircraft at the time of emission of the sound. To do this we 

make use of the transformation formulae listed in the Table to obtain: 

G(r,y,t,T) = 2h sin ~ / 

~" ~ (2~)3rc(I - M cos 8)/I - M 2 
--OO 

- i¢~(Y) cos O 1 e -im[t] dm 

I sin ~'(Y) c°s ~°(~(( )]-_M ~') 

sin i! - M2) 

(A-36) 

where [t] = t - T - r . (A-37) 
c 

Equation (A-36) gives the approximate form of the Green's function when the 

source point y is located well within an acoustic wavelength of the end A of 

the slot. For an observer located in the flyover plane (4 = 0) it follows from 

the Table that sin 8 = I . The first term in the square brackets of (A-36) may 

then be recognized as characterizing a monopole and the second a dipole- 

quadrupole combination (o~ the discussion of section 5). 

In the particular case in which the frequency ~ of the aerodynamic source 

is sufficiently small that ~%/c << 1 , ~e, in which the wavelength greatly 

exceeds the length of the slot, the first term in the square brackets of (A-36) 

is very much larger than the second. If, in addition, h << ~ , it follows that 

in a first approximation the u-integration yields a a-function and we have 

hA- ,2 
G(r,y,t,T) = r/c) (A-38) 

2~2%r(I - M cos 0) $~ (Y) ~(t - T - 
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Table of coordinate transformations 

Reference frame 

R = 

Ix] -: 

cos8 - 

x or X 

x I 

x 2 

x3 - Y3 

2 +  
/X'~ + X 2 (x3 - y3 )2 

2 +x2 

X ! 

, in~  = IXl 
R 

R + M X  1 
, 

7! - M 2 

(r, e, ¢) 

r (cos e - M) 

r sin e cos 

r sin O sin ¢ 

r(! - M cos 8)//I - M 2 

r[(cos 8 - M) 2 + (I - M 2) sin2e cos2¢] ~ 

cos 0 -M 

(cos 0 - M) 2 + (I - M 2) sin26 cos2¢] ~ 

I 

[(cos 8 - M) 2 + (l - M 2) sin 2e cos2¢]_ ~ 
( 1  - M c o s  O) 

Similarly, when the source point y is located well within an acoustic 

wavelength of the mouth B of the slot, the appropriate form of the Green's 

function G(~,~,t,T) may be deduced from (A-If), (A-29) to be 

- 2h sin ~ / ~¢~(Y)e 
d~ 

G(r,y,t,T) = (2~)3rc(|- M cos 0)~-M 2 -~ sinE~£c(ISin ~_ M 2) A(~)] 

, (A-39) 
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where, as before, the observer is located at ~ below the wing/flap system. 

This result shows that the acoustic response below the aircraft to a disturbance 

at the 'upper' end B of the slot exhibits the properties of a monopole. Note 

that the essential difference between the monopole contributions of ~-36), ~-3~ 

is the presence of the factor cos [~£ sin e/c(] - ~)] in the former as 

compared with exp [imM£/c(1 - M2)] in the latter. This takes account of the 

additional time delay ~ £(sin ~ + M)/c(! - M 2) which must be allowed for a 

source located near B and radiating through the mouth A in the presence of the 

mean flow U in the direction AB. 

Again, in the case of a compact slot (m£/c << I) , (A-3~ reduces to a form 

analogous to (A-38), viz: 

G(r, Z, t, ~) 
- h/~] - M 2 

2~2£r(I - M cos e) 
(A-40) 

The case of a short slot: h > 

The analysis leading to the representations (A-36), (A-39) of the Green's 

function was based on the assumption that the local incompressible flows at A, B 

are independent in the sense that, in the reciprocal (or adjoint) problem deter- 

mining G, the flow within the slot is uniform and parallel to the walls of the 

slot (e~ Fig 2). This should be an adequate representation of the motion in the 

slot provided that h/£ is small, and this assumption is made in the applications 

of the main text. In practice, of course, the slot contracts substantially in 

the flow direction, and the effective mean value of h/£ may certainly be 

expected to be less than 0.25, say. 

It is perhaps of interest to quote the form assumed by the Green's function 

when h/~ is not small. The derivation of G(~,X,t,T) follows closely the 

procedure outlined above. The main difference is the absence of an interior wave 

field (A-12). In the reciprocal problem the flow in the neighbourhood of the slot 

is defined by a potential function of the form 

= #2 + S4~(!) (A-41) 

where ~2' 84 are functions of K, k~ . The appropriate form for ~(y)~, which 

describes potential flow through the slot, may be deduced from complex variable 

theory to be the real part of W 4 where 
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h[w 4] + ---- __ 

24 - M 2 ~ 4 + ~ cosh W . (A-42) 

The value of the real constant ~ determines the degree of overlap of the half- 

planes which represent the wing and flap Ce, it determines the length £ of the 

sloto In fact it may be shown that 

, ,  - - . 

There is no overlap (~ : 0) for ~ = 0.6628 ; £1h increases as i~-> 0 . 

(A--43) 

The Green's function giving the radiation to a far field point 

the aircraft, due to a disturbance at ~ close to the slot, becomes: 

r below 

G(r,y, t,T) = @~(Y) ! i~ ~ ei~ It ]d~ 
- (~h~ sin °_.~ " 

(A-44) 

This expression may also be deduced from (A-36), (A-39) in the limit as ~£/c ÷ 0 

and when due account is taken of the change in the local potential functions 

¢I(Y) (j = 1,3). 
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Fig la View from beneath the wing of slice through the semi-infinite, overlapping planes modelling the wing and flap. The overlap is of 
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Fig lb llJustrating the definition of the Prandtm-Glauert coordinate system _Y, in which 
Z = Y1 + iY2 
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Fig 2 At very low freque~=c=es the sound generatea at me slot by a "horse-shoe" vortex is determined by the degree to which the path followed 
by F ,  the transverse (c03--) component of vorticity, departs from one characterized by the streamlines of a two-dimensional potential 
flow through the slot for a fluid at rest at infinity 
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Fig 6 IHustrating the variation in the spectrum of sound 
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